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Dedicated service focused professional seeking a transition into health care as a 
Certified Nursing Assistant. Highly motivated to launch my nursing career; future 
goals include education leading to Nursing Assistant II certification and ultimately an 
Registered Nursing license. I want to foster in growth in the medical field where I can 
apply my critical thinking, communication and practical skills.

EXPERIENCE

Wafer Fab Technician
ABC Corporation - JULY 2013 – MARCH 2014

 Set up different production parts to be ran at different times running 
priority parts first with different recipes, different tools and 
transporting to different set up areas for next recipe to be ran 
throughout the building.

 Performed chemical fills throughout the scheduled shift.
 Trained on multiple machines with different recipes and different run 

times before being passed onto the next process.
 Used Properly and effectively running a tool with supervision and 

getting certified within a reasonable amount of time.
 Able to understand written and verbal instructions for each process 

and machine.
 Processed 150mm sapphire substrate wafers for the manufacture of 

LED mobile flash , LED chips , and for automotive lighting 
applications.

 Worked in Diffusion and Etch processing semiconductor wafers and 
ovens according to batch recipes and/or supervisors specifications in 
a class A.

Wafer Fab Technician 
Delta Corporation - 2010 – 2013

 Sustained daily operations of a computer chip making facility.
 Start-up Company.
 Worked with the engineering team to develop procedures and 

processes.
 Supported both the wafer fab and packaging department.
 Working within a natural work group, with minimal supervision, 

performing routine and complex wafer movement and scheduling, 
CAM/CIM transactions, .

 Processing InP wafers using specialized vacuum tools such as  
RIE,ICP,PECVD,and RTA tools.

 Wet etching processing of wafers using HF,BOE,SiO2,HCL, exposing 
wafers at a specific time and rinse and dry in QDR verify etch depth 
on the Tencor .
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EDUCATION

 Early Childhood Education

SKILLS

Certified Nursing Assistant, Processes Assistant.
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